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Abstract. The article is devoted to semantic and pragmatic value of an advertising text, on 

which little research has been done in modern linguistic science. The author defines pragmatic 

science. She proves that advertising aims to motivate those whom it is sent to, that is, to perform 

particular pragmatic functions. Slogan is defined as a precise type of advertising text, in which 

the main idea of the message is expressed in a very brief and emotional form. The author defines 

semantic peculiarities of slogans. Semantics of a slogan seeks to achieve pragmatic aims. The 

author states that nonsense and untidiness in advertising texts lead to diminishing of the 

advertising text effectiveness. In the process of perception of a slogan semantic content and its 

language form are indivisible.   
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Introduction 

Over the last decades in relation to 

development of linguistics as a science, a 

number of studies devoted to comprehensive 

and pragmatic aspects have been emerged.  

Of particular interest is study of language 

processes related to development of 

advertising technologies. Improvement of 

advertising activity leads to enrichment of 

modern advertising language. Throughout its 

long history advertising has evolved 

qualitatively. It has been worked its way up 

from information to persuasion, from 

persuasion to conditioning response, from a 

conditioning response to unconscious 

suggestion, from unconscious suggestion to a 

symbolic image projection. 

Several researchers have tried to study 

linguistic peculiarities of advertising, but 

there are few researches which are devoted to 

semantic and pragmatic distinctive features 

of advertising texts. Semantic and pragmatic 

features of slogans  have not been specially 

analyzed.  Today there is a special interest 



for pragmatic phenomena and for language 

peculiarities in aspect of human activity.  

Pragmatics allows us study different nuances 

of real use of language units.  

The main part  

Social role of advertising in society’s 

development is increasing day by day. 

Communicative rules of advertising, 

peculiarities of linguistic means usage in 

informative function and impact function, 

verbal and non-verbal means of 

communication in advertising still need a 

thorough research. That is why the problem 

of studying  advertising slogans has become 

supremely actual.  

In contemporary world scientists pay 

more and more attention to  advertising, 

since it covers such important areas as 

psychology, cultural studies, journalism, 

political science, economics and linguistics. 

Advertising is firmly having been established 

in all areas of products and services offered. 

Its subjects include clothing, electronics, 

medicine, and other variety of services. It is 

in tune with our needs and emotional mood, 

that is why it does not only affects the 

market, but also it influences  people's minds. 

The number of researches devoted to 

different aspects of linguistic sciences is 

steadily increasing. Analyses of 

communicative-pragmatic and lexical-

semantic parameters of advertising texts have 

been done by such national domestic 

scientists Operational techniques of wordplay 

in advertising slogans have been explored by 

A.V. Korshunova (2004).  

Work published by foreign specialists 

who analyze the problem of perception of 

advertising slogans are done by such authors 

as D. Ogilvy (1963). The most of the foreign 

researchers’ writings priority is given to the 

linguistic means of advertising (Bruthiaux, 

1996). The origins of pragmatics are linked 

to the names like Ch. Pears, W. James, J. Ch. 

Morris, L. Vitgenstein.   

In advertising all the principles of 

speech and postulates of language, all the 

rules of communication can be used.  In 

pragmatic research they are discussed in the 

bases of principles and maximas of 

communication.  In such research works the 

general rules of speech, more precisely the 

principles of courtesy are thoroughly 

discussed.  

P. Grice’s conception is based on so-

called cooperative principle.  According to 

this principle each communicator should 

contribute to the communication on this 

exact stage of the conversation. That means 

the communicators should seek to unity. 

Cooperative principle is realized by rules and 

maxims which define normative value of 

discourse. The reason for calling the 

principles maxims is their formation as 

general rules. Grice differentiates speech 

maxims (4 types: The maxim of quantity, the 

maxim of quality, the maxim of relation and 

the maxim of manner) and “non-



conversational” maxims (rules of social 

relations). 

In our opinion, methods of 

communicative organization (hierarchy of 

themes, macrostructural ties of text 

sentences) of  message in this case acts like a 

source of communicative implicature. It 

gives possibility to compel consumers’ minds 

a strong promise. 

Besides, we consider that connotative 

and associatve word semantics can be 

communicative implicatures.  

In advertising the item that is 

advertised is presented as better, more 

effective, cheaper, lighter etc., but the 

compared object is not showed. That is the 

most common method of advertising. During 

listening or watching advertising people see 

the differences of the competitors’ items. 

That is why they are exposed to such 

advertising methods.  

Implicit comparing occur in non-

informative advertising types. Despite of 

being non-informative such comparing can 

be used as rhetoric method. Thank to it 

advertisers can express the item’s 

advantages.  

Pragmatics of advertising text is a 

targeted influence on a potential customer. 

Advertising texts are specific signs, 

representing pragmatic information 

processing. As noted by S.V. Misyachenko 

(2010) the spectrum of pragmatic means of a 

language is extremely rich including lexical-

semantic (evaluative lexics, tropes) 

phraseological (transformed phraseological 

units), morphological (particles, 

interjections), syntactic (ritorical questions, 

imperative constructions, sentences with no 

verb), stylistic (widening of word 

compatibility).  

The most significant element of an 

advertising text is slogan which is brief and 

has deep semantic volume.  Semantic field of 

assessment and emotions in advertising 

which created by lexics, stylistic means and 

syntactical constructions with emotive-

evaluative potential has a distinct 

communicative-pragmatic focus.  

Slogans have filled out the information 

space surrounding. Slogan functions as an 

expressive means, allows to focus attention 

on the basic peculiarities, image, and the 

name of the goods being advertised (Semaan, 

1997, Morozova, 2001). 

Slogan is a quintessence  of the whole 

volume of the advertising and other stimulus, 

which is been inform a customer. Slogan 

should be able to express the maximum 

marketing information with the minimum 

amount of words.  That is why every word 

should be absolutely clear, every word in a 

slogan should be correct, significant and 

should be strong.    

For transmission of information various 

lexical means are used. According to the 

theory of language occurrence, verbs were 

the first to appear: first of all words which 

meant action showed up, and then nouns and 

adjectives occurred which meant objects, 

http://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/quintessence


states and features. «The presence of verbs 

significantly enhances the effectiveness of 

slogans, their involving power. It is very 

natural, because marking an action, the verb 

has a hidden dynamics, movement and has 

much more motivative power than other parts 

of speech» (Noble, 2014). Not without 

reason all of the propaganding slogans are 

based on using verbal forms.   

But speaking about comparing value of 

various speech parts in slogans, we should 

note that a significant difference manifests 

itself only when it is the main word. By the 

main word we mean the word which 

expresses the main meaning of the message 

used in the slogan.  

Specific words mark objects or 

phenomena of the reality which can be seen, 

touched, smelled, tasted. The more concrete 

the word is, the much emotional response it 

provokes: because he/she is able to “try it”, 

revive it, relying on his/her senses – hearing, 

seeing, touch, taste and sense of smell». 

Slogan is intended to motivate a 

potential customer of goods and services. It 

can illustrated by appealing to open slogan 

analysis. According to the overseas 

researches open constructions are effective 

for the items with high level of motivation, 

which are not bought suddenly and requires 

customers to gather information about it and 

its analysis (for instance household 

appliances, cars, medicines) (Peirce, 2010). 

In this case the open slogan stimulates 

analytical abilities in the customer, activates 

thought process, which corresponds to the 

nature of the advertised item quite well. 

When it comes to the items which are bought 

on the bound, (everyday food, small 

household goods, hygiene items etc.), when 

buying them a customer’s analytical activity 

is so low, that he/she does not most likely 

bother with ending an open phrase. 

Imprecision of words using, ambiguity, 

total nonsense of particular slogans, bending 

the rules of lexical compatibility of the words 

leads to reducing the influence on those 

whom the advertising is designed to. 

«Language inaccuracy in such cases is 

inexcusable, because influence of public 

texts on people is enormous»  (Shapre, 

2014).  

Advertising massages are intended to 

affect the perception, that is it should be 

percepted. In this case there is a fictitious 

reader or addressee who percepts the 

message. The information about an item 

forms certain ideal constructions which 

expresses the item. In order to express the 

item it is necessary to have a general idea 

about its existence, in which an ideal image 

of the item is described. R.Bart analyzing the 

structure of advertising messages, he wrote: 

«Meaning of every advertising image is 

intentional: the meaning of advertising 

messages a priori is significance of the 

advertized object, and this meaning has to be 

transmitted to customers with maximum 

certainty. If every image carries signs, then 

undoubtedly advertising images have a 



special credibility. They are made in such a 

way that these signs can not be unread: 

advertising messages are frank, or at least 

extremely expressive» [Bart, 2004, p. 298]. 

So, both pictorial and verbal messages are 

harmonized and aim to express a meaning. 

«…message is self-sufficient, because in the 

level of identification of objects it has at least 

one strong meaning» [Bart, 2004, p. 309).  

During perception the image confers 

particular language form, the processes of 

definition of the image and conferring and 

filling with meaning take place. The image is 

interpreted, gets a verbal expression and 

integrates the thought processes.   

The image is a message in which 

interpretation process is also supposed to be. 

For an item subject-matter identification its 

image is enough, but the image can be 

imagined and understood only through its 

verbal form. That is the image always 

contains verbal part.  

According to R. Bart’s definition, in a 

verbal advertising message besides 

denotative and connotative meaning there is 

also a declarative message. «In an advertising 

there is also the third message – declared 

(referential):  it is a trade mark or the item 

itself which always are present in an 

advertising message and makes it into a frank 

type of communication which expresses 

directly its main meaning» (Yur’yeva, 2012). 

Nowadays declared message in an 

advertising message hides behind other 

messages, or is disclosed at the last moment. 

Advertising message must be made in such a 

way that its core is hidden (the fact that it is 

an advertising) and get people’s attention, 

win their sympathy. After the customer gets a 

possibility to find his/her meanings in the 

message, the declarative information is 

given, the trade mark is disclosed. 

Advertising discourse always tries to present 

the thins through their best features with the 

help of various configurations. In order to 

express the main meaning of the ideal 

“things” different stylistic means are used.  

As far as any characteristic of an item 

turns to be final, concerning the concrete 

feature of the item (features if an item do not 

have an hierarchical structure), it can not be 

stand out among others. The only 

characteristic feature which does not risk to 

realize this, it is a purely verbal characteristic 

of the item or its name. It is “the best” feature 

of the item in verbal structures, because as a 

notion it exists in the abstract. In advertising 

discourse the name of the item becomes its 

“trade mark”.  

Without having a certainly expressed 

functionality advertising itself  as “an 

advertising item” start to be consumed. 

Consuming takes place in the language level, 

or level of signs. Process of interpretation 

triggered in a peculiar way of forcing  

semantically, that is impetus to interpretation 

is given. Pure signs provoke the consumer 

society to confer them on particular 

meanings.   

Conclusion 



Thus, a set of semantic characteristics 

of advertising slogans is defined by its 

pragmatic focus. Advertising language 

peculiarities allow to serve as an effective 

means of influence on goods and services 

consumers.  

Significance of a slogan in the 

advertising communication system.  

On the bases of observed literature and 

sources, we  can conclude that contemporary 

science  appreciates significance of 

advertising in the communication space as  of 

the strongest lever of forming and modeling 

the public opinion. Slogans carry highly 

significant information and emotional 

potential, that is why they are of interest as a 

research subject.  Informative model is 

formed taking into account the necessity of 

using as many various and interesting 

information as possible for interpretation. 

The principle of consumer influence is based 

on activation of particular knowledge, skills, 

which increase opportunities to use linguistic 

means for realization of the communicative 

task. Thus, in slogan language semantic and 

pragmatic constituents are inseparable.  So, 

we have the following outcomes from the 

above-mentioned:  

1. Advertising slogans have a set of 

structural and semantic peculiarities which 

are subordinated to a pragmatic aim. The 

unity of semantic and pragmatic constituents 

in advertising communication contribute to 

the addressee influence optimization.  

2. A special semantic value of 

advertising slogans contributes to certain 

communicative-pragmatic aim of advertising 

communication realization.   
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